
Rail Heritage Park-Tinsukia 

The Untold Story  

 

An idea strikes 

Since childhood, the name of ‘Digboi’ used to evoke a strange sense of 

excitement in me.  The story of pioneers of the 19th century, clearing the 

dense jungles of Assam on elephant back to spud the country’s oldest oil 

well in 1889, was at once romantic as it was exhilarating. So, in September 

2008, on the very first week of my assuming charge at Tinsukia as the 

Divisional Railway Manager, I decided to visit this enchanting town to see 

the Heritage Oil Well, which began commercial production in November 

1890 and its splendid Oil Centenary Museum.  Immediately, the idea of 

creating a similar Railway Museum came to my mind.  Back at Tinsukia, 

when we discussed the project, a wave of almost childlike excitement 

engulfed my railway colleagues. But soon the euphoria was followed by 

serious doubts regarding our capability to traverse the uncharted waters of 

museum building.  All the same, true to the spirit of the Indian Railways, 

the Northeast Frontier Railway’s “Team Tinsukia” resolved to take up the 

formidable task, come what may.  In this effort, our arms were ably 

strengthened by our colleagues of the Dibrugarh Railway Workshop, which 

already had a small a museum within its precincts. 

 

The Concept Emerges 

At that time, Tinsukia town did not have very many parks where children 

could play.  So we decided to have an open air museum complex especially 

dedicated to the youngsters, where they can enjoy, as well as learn about 

the great historical significance of rail transportation in the development of 

the Indian Nation as well as of the North Eastern states.  Having so decided, 

we began consulting the district authorities, citizens of Tinsukia, historians 

and railway experts, as well as Railway passengers to develop the concept of 

the museum and find an appropriate location. 

A lot of ideas were crowd-sourced, which led us to conceptualise the project 

over the next few months so as to appeal to all sections of visitors.  Site 

location was however easily achieved. There was an unused, marshy piece of 

land, right next to the New Tinsukia Railway Station, bordering the National 

Highway 37, which seemed ideally suitable.  But obviously, this required 

substantial land filling.  In fact, this location was very near the spot where 

the two railway systems of Upper Assam, the Dibru Sadiya Railway and the 

Assam Bengal Railway had first got integrated on 1st March, 1903. 



The Museum was named as The Rail Heritage Park, and Shri A. S. Ganvir, 

Additional Railway Manager of Tinsukia Division took charge of the project.  

While we poured over the drawing board to realise our dream of a unique 

creation, our civil engineering colleagues started the land-fill activity for the 

site to be in construction-readiness.  

The real challenge was to identify what to display.  Unless the theme is 

decided, no progress could be made, even to begin searching.  Northeast 

Frontier Railway has a rich railway heritage.  Much of this heritage has been 

uprooted during the 1990s when the steam era ended and the metre gauge 

system was converted into Broad gauge.  However, some of it survived 

unmolested, because most railway persons hardly realised their value. 

During the British era, north-eastern India had three major railway systems, 

namely the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (today a UNESCO World Heritage 

Railway) built between 1879 and 1881, the Dibru Sadiya Railway, 

commissioned in 1882 and the Assam Bengal Railway, formed in 1892. So, 

we decided to focus the museum on these three iconic rail systems. Having 

decided upon the theme, we embarked on a mega-search, and our officers 

and staff fanned out to every corner of N F Railway in search of artefacts 

which could be displayed here.  Their effort resulted in the identification of 

several priceless items of Railways’ heritage, which kept on mounting with 

each passing day. 

 

Funding the Project 

But where was the money to fund the project?  We had sent a Works 

Programme proposal quite a few months earlier. But unfortunately, 2009 

was an election year and no new proposal could be considered till the next 

government was in place; the Railway Board had only proposed a vote-on-

account for existing projects.  Everyone felt that even when the full budget is 

proposed, there would hardly be any scope to get our proposal sanctioned.  

But how could I as DRM, let down my enthusiastic colleagues who, in 

addition to their normal work, were putting in so much of their energy, so 

passionately, for developing an unprecedented monument to showcase the 

history of the Railways in the North-east, even though in size and value, the 

project might look insignificant. So, once the new government had assumed 

charge, I rushed to New Delhi and met Mayank Tiwari, the Director of the 

National Rail Museum, soliciting his help for the project. 

And then the miracle happened!  

While we were having coffee in the Director’s office, this energetic young 

man briskly browsed through the abstract estimate which I had brought 

with me with an eye of an expert. After making a few technical 

modifications, a fresh estimate was prepared then and there after 

telephonically consulting the finance officers of Railway Board.  This was 



then forwarded to the Ministry by fax, along with his technical 

recommendation. 

A few weeks later, when the Railway Budget for 2009-10 was presented in 

Parliament, the Pink Book of Northeast Frontier Railway indeed contained 

the project of the Railway Museum at Tinsukia; the formal sanction was 

issued on 16th July 2009. All stake holders of the project were overjoyed and 

we resolved to work day and night to complete the park within our self-

proclaimed target of 365 days!    

 

Work begins 

The construction work commenced in right earnest from 24th October of the 

same year. We received unprecedent support from all quarters. Railway 

Board’s Heritage Directorate and National Rail Museum hand-held us with 

technical guidance, archival material and logistic support. The entire team 

of officers at N. F. Railway headquarters gathered innumerable documents 

and articles of bygone era. North-Eastern Coalfields under Coal India Ltd. 

gifted us with a B-Class narrow gauge locomotive, while Darjeeling 

Himalayan Railway not only provided narrow gauge heritage coaches, but 

also assisted us with technical manpower. Dibrugarh Railway Workshop 

presented us with statues made from industrial scrap as well as the Toy 

Train locomotive, while the carriages were manufactured in-house by the 

Division.   

So many of our colleagues and retired railway officers such as Shri Niraj 

Kumar, Shri Rajesh Agarwal and Subrata Nath encouraged us by 

unhesitatingly sharing their personal archival collections and photographs 

to enrich our repository. My good friend and batchmate, Ashwini Lohani 

gave his priceless photo-collection of Black Beauties of yester-years. To 

these were added the collections from other railways and railway museums. 

 

Hercules 

We finally hit the jackpot when the remains of a double header, metre gauge 

steam loco manufactured by Beyer, Garratt & Co. was discovered.  To the 

best of our knowledge, this is perhaps the only remaining MG locomotive of 

this class.  It was an MWGX class loco (4-8-2+2-8-4), one of 18 such engines 

used by the Assam Bengal Railway during World War II.  But, many of its 

parts were missing, and it was with tremendous ingenuity that our staff 

could transport it to Tinsukia, almost part by part. The available drawings 

for this engine were incomplete.  But, with whatever data was available, we 

floated a tender for its restoration.  

At this point good fortune once again came to our rescue. One morning, 

when we were at the museum site, a good Samaritan arrived on the scene 



from Calcutta, unannounced. He introduced himself as Rahul Biswas, a 

“Garratt Fan”!   Apparently, he had seen our paper advertisement and 

decided to have a look at the loco himself.  At that time, he was God-sent; 

our only resource.  He was shown the skeleton of the loco, and, after 

matching the number of the boiler and some other parts from the database 

stored in his laptop, he could give us the loco’s history.  We were truly 

amazed!  He even shared the soft copy of its complete drawing with us.  

Having done so, without further ado, the gentleman strangely vanished from 

Tinsukia the very same day!  It is a pity we couldn’t even acknowledge his 

contribution, since it was only with the help of his drawings, that the 

talented staff of Tinsukia loco shed could resurrect the looks of this 

magnificent machine, which we fondly christened, “Hercules”. 

 

Hidden heritage   

One day, I had gone to inspect a steel bridge near Naharkatia, which was 

due for replacement by a concrete girder.  By this time, the “heritage fever” 

had spread all over the Division, and everyone was keeping a lookout for any 

historic material available.  As I went down the inspection steps of the 

bridge, one of the engineering inspectors pointed out four screw-pile bridge 

pillars protruding from the river with the inscription, “ABRH Co. Ld. 1898”, 

hidden below the superstructure of the existing bridge. I was awestruck!  It 

became clear to me that, at the time of gauge conversion, the present broad-

gauge bridge was constructed over the old metre gauge sub-structure, 

leaving the old pillars untouched. Indeed, this was unprecedented luck!  In 

due course, two of these pillars were carefully retrieved and installed at the 

centre island of the park, over which the narrow gauge ‘B’ Class Steam Loco 

is proudly displayed. 

 

B-781 

The Tipong Colliery under North-eastern Coalfields Ltd. is historically 

significant in its own right.  Coal is extracted here from mines burrowed 

deep inside hilly terrain. This coal used to be transported by a narrow gauge 

(2 feet) railway system using steam and diesel locomotives upto Lekhapani 

railway station till 1993, the year in which this station was closed on 

account of gauge conversion. The last MG coal shuttle passed over 

Lekhapani yard on 17th February, 1997. Thereafter, coal loading has 

continued by broad gauge from Tikok and Tirap railway sidings.  Even 

before my posting at Tinsukia, I had read about the famous Stilwell Road, 

constructed from Lekhapani to Kunming in China, with the help of Chinese 

labour by Major General Stilwell, in order to beat the Japanese blockade of 

India during World War II.  On reaching Tipong, I heard legends of how the 

employees of this colliery and the railway staff had helped war refugees from 



Burma (as Myanmar was known then) with food, medical aid and transport 

when they came over the Patkai Hills into India in the face of the Japanese 

invasion of their country.  On a visit to this colliery, I found that a well-

appointed narrow-gauge loco workshop was still functioning.  But I also 

noticed an abandoned B-Class locomotive, having serial number B-781, 

manufactured by Sharp, Stewart and Co., Manchester, of 1899 vintage lying 

there. Apparently, this loco had been purchased by North Eastern Coalfields 

from the Indian Railways (DHR) decades earlier, but was no longer in use.  

At our request, the owners not only agreed to gift it back to us for display in 

the museum, but graciously restored it with the help of their experts. 

 

Princess 

Of course, the two most important in-house heritage assets belonging to 

Tinsukia Division were “Joymati”, the locomotive named after a legendary 

Ahom princess, which had hauled the last metre gauge train over Tinsukia 

Division on 21st February, 1997 and a turntable of 1892 vintage, which was 

earlier kept within the Divisional office complex.  Relocating “Joymati” 

which, till now had been preserved on a pedestal at New Tinsukia Railway 

Station, proved to be a real challenge.  An MG track was laid specially to 

haul the behemoth to its final resting place in the museum, at 90 degrees to 

its original direction.  But negotiating the curve proved a daunting task. So, 

believe it or not, the loco had to be cut into two, each half carried separately 

by 18 tonne road cranes, and rewelded at the final site. 

Installing the turn-table was a much easier proposition. It was shifted to its 

designated spot and upon it, one of the Darjeeling Narrow Gauge coaches 

was mounted, while the other was housed inside a shed, designed like a 

typical DHR station. A photo-gallery about the UNESCO World Heritage 

Railway was also created there. 

 

History revived 

Once we had decided upon the major outdoor exhibits, the detailing of 

design for the Heritage Park was taken up.  Non-availability of narrow gauge 

rails led us to use metre gauge tracks for running the Toy Train. The 

starting station of the Toy Train was conceived as a quaint “Assam Type, 

Bungalow” structure.  Based upon suggestions received from Railway 

employees of the Division and their families, this station was named 

“Simanta (ie. Frontier) Rail Junction”. A covered arcade was thereafter 

designed, called “Virasat” (ie. Heritage), resembling a rail terminal of the late 

19th century, where Joymati, the steam loco, a YDM-4 metre gauge diesel 

loco, a mock-up saloon car and a video coach were installed, with an on-

board photo gallery of vintage rolling stock. The gate lodges at the entrance 

of the heritage park were also built, using some of the bricks manufactured 



during the British era by the Assam Bengal Railway in their very own brick-

kilns and embossed “ABR”! 

A couple of foot overbridges, a water-course, a cascade and fountains 

breathed life into the landscape of the park.  The beauty of the dancing 

fountains, colourfully illuminated during evenings brought cheers to our 

hearts.  We even located an original metre gauge early steel bridge girder of 

1890’s vintage near Ledo station, and used it as a bridge on the toy train 

track. To give a sense of realism, mannequins wearing uniforms of railway 

personnel such as Station Master, trolleymen, etc. were placed in the park 

for public display in working postures!  Two “heritage trees” comprising of 

scrap metal and tie-bars were also installed, one representing the seventeen 

zones of Indian Railways and the other for the five divisions of northeast 

Frontier Railway. 

 

Lekhapani Gallery 

Next came the evolution of the Indoor Gallery. Everyone in the Division 

wished that the contribution of Lekhapani Station, the eastern-most station 

of India during the metre gauge days, which had served in the evacuation of 

nearly a lakh of refugees from Burma to safety during the Second World 

War, needs to be recognised through this museum.  So our engineers 

skilfully built an exact replica of this iconic station for hosting the indoor 

gallery.  And obviously, it was named “Lekhapani Gallery”.  

Our appeal to collectors, rail enthusiasts and railway staff to donate 

memorabilia and heritage items received unprecedented response. Books, 

photographs, stories, railway uniforms, code books & manuals, old plans, 

drawings and plaques, hitherto locked up in private collections came 

pouring in.  Shri Jishnu Barua, the Home Commissioner of Assam, dug out 

interesting anecdotes of railway history from the district gazetteers, to give 

us an insight of the travails of the railway pioneers during the nineteenth 

and the early twentieth century. All of these added immense value to the 

collection in the gallery and in the display huts in the Heritage Park. 

As the installation of artefacts were getting completed, our attention went 

towards developing the grounds around which the museum could grow.  In 

this effort, we were immensely assisted by the Assam Oil Company, who had 

been maintaining a splendid park at Digboi. With the help of their resource 

persons, the railway staff transformed this marshy plot into a beautiful 

garden. 

 

The Toy Train Engine Arrives! 

I recall a hilarious incident on the day the Toy Train engine arrived at site. It 

was a wintry Sunday afternoon and the Railway Children were terribly 



excited about the event. As soon as the engine was revved up, there was a 

clamour amongst the kids to be the first to have a ride.  The track was still 

rather unstable since the re-engineered fittings were not safe enough. After a 

lot of persuasion, the children agreed to let “DRM uncle” have the first ride 

to ensure that it is safe to ride on. With some trepidation, I started the loco 

on the wobbly track; and soon the inevitable happened!  As it picked up 

speed, the engine derailed and I had to perform a split-second high-jump in 

order to prevent a severe leg injury. Of course, the kids had a hearty laugh 

at my expense, attributing the mishap to “DRM uncle’s selfishness” for not 

letting them have the first ride.   

 

Mrs. Dasgupta’s discovery 

On another Sunday morning, I received a phone call from a lady from 

Calcutta, Mrs. Manobina Dasgupta, who declared herself to be the daughter 

of Mr. A. K. Gupta, who had retired from the Railways long, long ago as the 

General Manager of Western Railway.  During the earlier part of his career, 

her father was posted as Traffic Superintendent at Dibrugarh, right after 

independence.  She vividly recalled her days as a child in the city’s railway 

colony and had also put down some of her memories in writing. I got deeply 

interested in her narrative and felt more than happy when she offered to 

come over to help us curate the museum. My wife informed me that in fact, 

she knew Mrs. Dasgupta.  

Shortly thereafter, the good lady came over, and with indomitable energy, 

went about scouring for days on end through old records and maps in the 

Engineering stores at Dibrugarh. Her efforts brought out documents which 

we never knew existed.  She could even fish out the original drawing of their 

residential railway bungalow at Dibrugarh, which was subsequently 

destroyed in the devastating earthquake which hit Assam on 15th August 

1950.  Her contribution in unearthing these documents went a long way to 

enrich the content of the Heritage Park. Many of these documents were 

digitised subsequently. 

 

Countdown  

Meanwhile, the date of opening was drawing near.  With the onset of the 

monsoon, progress was becoming more and more difficult.  Our energies 

were primarily focussed on keeping train services running during this 

season of breaches and floods.  But, we had promises to keep with our 

heritage too.  All the stakeholders toiled hard, day and night, so that our 

target to complete the museum in one year is fulfilled. Every morning we 

would gather at the Lekhapani Gallery to fix our day’s work-schedule; and 

during late evening we met there once again over cups of tea and snacks to 

review our day’s performance. Even our family members did their bit to 



encourage the workers by cooking something special for them to share after 

the hard work.  Thus, each night turned out to be a festival of success for 

the day’s job well done! 

 

The Inauguration 

Eventually, exactly 374 days after the project was sanctioned, the gates of 

the Rail Heritage Park at Tinsukia was thrown open to the public by Shri 

Shiv Kumar, General Manager, Northeast Frontier Railway, on 24th July 

2010.   True to railway tradition, as the Chief Guest drove in the last golden 

spike into the Toy Train track, the resounding tunes from the Army Band 

gave their musical salute, amidst thunderous applause from the assembled 

guests.  The General Manager dedicated the Rail Heritage Park to the people 

and children of Assam, on behalf of the great Indian Railway fraternity. 

The tireless labour of “Team Tinsukia” had finally triumphed! 

                                                           Written by  

Sanjoy Mookerjee, ex. Divisional Railway Manager, Northeast Frontier Railway, 

Tinsukia Division  

&  

Retired Financial Commissioner (Railways) 

 

 



 


